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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Dr A.J. Le Good

Thank you for accepting our article titled "What do patients want from their psychiatrist? A cross- sectional questionnaire based exploratory study from Karachi"

In the light of comments of the referee II, we have acknowledged and added that due to limitations, the scientific value of this article is limited but the clinical importance justifies its publication. This is clearly mentioned at the end of discussion section. Furthermore, we also have made minor English language and typo corrections. We hope this article is now publishable in BMC psychiatry. We are thankful for your guidance and valuable comments.

Regards,
Dr M N Siddiqi

Dear Dr Sandra Van Dulmen

Thank you for the valuable comments and suggestions. In light of your comments, we have acknowledged and added that due to limitations, the scientific value of this article is limited but the clinical importance may justify its publication. This is clearly mentioned at the end of discussion section. Furthermore, we also have made minor English language and typo errors corrections. We hope these changes are satisfactory.

Regards,
Dr M N Siddiqi